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Door and cabinet hardware offers more than a way to open, close and secure a space. It is an integral part of a room’s design. At Emtek, each order is custom-assembled and shipped from its Southern California facility. There is no predetermined combination of knobs, levers, rosettes or finishes; Emtek lets customers mix and match according to their taste and style. Open more than doors with Emtek.

"As a designer, I'm constantly sourcing new products for my clients. After discovering Emtek, I've never looked back. The quality is fantastic, and their designs are modern, yet timeless and classic. Adding an Emtek doorknob or cabinet pull elevates and changes the look of any space."
— Erica Reisman, Designer and Blogger

"Emtek's hardware brings life to a home, giving it both a functional and beautiful foundation. The pieces in our home are among some of my favorite details—they are timeless, modern and sophisticated."
— Bonnie Christine, Designer and Photographer

1 | STRETTO ROSETTE | OLD TOWN KNOB
2 | URBAN MODERN COLLECTION
3 | BAR PULL
4 | EMTOUCH KEYPAD ATHENA LEVER
5 | #8 ROSETTE OLD TOWN KNOB
6 | SQUARE BARREL HINGE

STRETTO 1 5/8 in Satin Brass paired with Old Town crystal knobs.
Mad Hay Knob: Mad Hay Pull (also pictured in Image 2). Cabinet hardware in Satin Brass (also pictured in Image 2).
Keyless, electronic entry handle set in Flat Black.
The #8 rosette in French Antique painted with Old Town crystal knob.
Heavy-duty, solid brass hinges with unique square knuckle in Satin Brass.
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